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ABSTRACT. A set of n + 1   lines in  n-space such that any  (n - 2)-dimen-

sional flat which meets  n  of the lines also meets the remaining line is said to be

an associated set of lines.   Two Simplexes are associated if the joins of correspond-

ing vertices are associated.  A simple criterion is given for Simplexes to be associ-

ated and an analogous one for Simplexes to be perspective.  These are used to

give a brief proof of the following generalization of the theorem of Pappus.

Let  A and   B be  n-simplexes and let  p  be a permutation on the vertices

of B.   If A and  B are associated (respectively perspective) and A and ßp are

associated (perspective) then  A and Bp    are associated (perspective) for any in-

teger  k.   Very short proofs are given of extensions to  «-dimensions of many

theorems from Neuberg's famous Memoir sur le Tétraèdre, such as: the altitudes

of a simplex are associated.

1. Introduction. A set of n + 1  lines in «-space having the property that

any (« - 2)-dimensional flat which meets n of the lines meets the remaining line

is said to be an associated set of lines (see [7], [2]). In 1884, in a famous Mem-

oir [13], J. Neuberg established many of the properties of associated tetrahedra,

that is, tetrahedra the joins of whose corresponding vertices are associated lines.

In 1905 Berzolari [2] gave a necessary and sufficient condition for two «-Sim-

plexes to be associated, proved that the altitudes of an «-simplex are associated

(which result was considered new when proved more than fifty years later [10]).

and extended to «-dimensions both Neuberg's theorem on orthological tetrahedra

and, in a very special way, Pappus' theorem on perspective triangles.  In 1907

Neuberg [14] gave a much shorter proof of Berzolari's criterion, valid only in 3-

space, and a number of applications.

In this paper we give a proof of Berzolari's criterion for associativity as well

as a criterion for perspectivity which is very similar. In the sequel we give a large

number of very short proofs of extensions of Neuberg's theorems to «-dimensions

as well as the «-dimensional version of Pappus' theorem in its full generality.
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Since the Neuberg Memoir is not easily accessible, we have included more accessi-

ble references as well.

A few remarks about associated lines may help orient the reader.  In 2-

space, given two distinct lines there is a single point which lies on both lines and

any line through this point is associated with the given lines.  In higher dimen-

sions, then, associated lines may be thought of as a generalization of concurrent

lines and many theorems of plane geometry can be extended to higher dimension

in this way.

For « = 3 there is a  1-parameter family of lines which meet three given

skew lines. These form one set of rulings of a hyperboloid of one sheet if there

is no plane parallel to the three given lines, and the rulings of a hyperbolic parab-

oloid if there is such a plane [9, pp. 14-15]. Any line, distinct from the given

lines, of the 1-parameter family of conjugate rulings is associated with the given

lines. This explains why some authors call a set of associated lines a hyperbolic

set [2], [11].  In the plane, every set of three concurrent lines is the set of alti-

tudes of some triangle, but in 3-space a set of four associated lines need not be

the altitudes of some tetrahedron [3, p. 75].

For n = 4, there is a 2-parameter family of planes which meet four given

skew lines and in general there is a unique fifth line which meets these planes,

i.e. is associated with the given lines [1, pp. 115—116].  For n > 4 there is in

general no line which meets the (« - 2)-parameter family of (« - 2)-flats each of

which meets n given lines, i.e. no line associated with n given lines.

2. Notation and preliminaries. The setting for our theorems is Euclidean «-

dimensional space augmented by an improper point (point at infinity) on each

line which is defined to be the 1 -dimensional vector space determined by pairs

of points on the line. Any nonzero vector in this space is a representative of the

improper point. The duality principle holds: in any true incidence statement we

may replace "point" by "prime" ((« - l)-flat) and "line" by "secundum"

((« - 2)-flat), providing we reverse any inclusions. Thus any « + 1  secunda are

said to be associated if any line which meets « of the secunda also meets the re-

maining secundum, and associated secunda are a generalization of collinear points.

It is clear that any correlation (a transformation that sends A-flats into (« -1 - k)-

flats and preserves incidence) sends a set of associated lines into a set of associated

secunda and vice versa.

Let  I  represent that set   {0, 1, • • -, «}, 7(0 - I - {/}, and  V = 1(0),

and let the ranges of 2,2^,2' be  I, I(i), and  I' respectively. Throughout

this paper A will be a proper «-simplex with corresponding vertices and faces

given by A¡, A,-, f E I.  In general, an upper case letter represents a point and a

lower case boldface letter its position vector if it is proper or a representative if
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it is improper. Any point B has an expression in the form b = 26jal- where

s(B) = 2Z>f =1  if B is proper and s(B) = 0 if B is improper.  If B is proper

the expression is unique, while if B is improper there is a unique expression for

each representative of B. The b¡ are called the weights (barycentric coordinates)

of B (with respect to A) and we write B = (b0, • • ; b„) = (b¡). The b¡ are

sometimes called areal coordinates: If cn is the «-dimensional content (signed

volume) function and Bf is the simplex obtained from A by replacing the ver-

tex At by B, then bt = c„(B,.)/c„(A), for ¡el.  Dually, the weights (x¡) of

the points X of any prime  F satisfy a unique (to within a multiplicative con-

stant) homogeneous equation 2h,*,-. = 0. The u¡ are called the weights of F

and we write   F = («,-). Thus A¡ = (Síy) where 5,y is 1 if / = i and 0 other-

wise, and (1, 1, • • •, 1) is (the weights of) the prime which consists cf all im-

proper points. The- u¡ are sometimes called tangential coordinates: they are pro-

portional to the lengths of parallel cevians from the A¡ to  F.  (A cevian of a

simplex is a line passing through a vertex.)

If B is a proper point, let d¡ be the distance of B from A¡, positive if

B is on the same side of Af as A¡ and negative if B is on the other side,

i E I. The d, are called the heights (absolute normal coordinates) of B.  Let
->•
A¡H. = hf be the altitude from A¡ and ft{ its length.  If B = (b¡), then dt —

bihi in magnitude and sign.  Let vn = \cn | be the «-dimensional volume func-

tion, v = u„(A) and f¡ = «„-xCAj), / £ I. Then f¡h¡ = nv and fidi = nvb¡.

Finally, 8 will denote an «-simplex, which may degenerate or have impro-

per vertices, in the space of A with corresponding vertices and faces given by

B¡, B¡, ÍE I. The matrix (p¡j) will have for its ith row the weights of Bp

i £ I. The equation of B¡ is D¡ = 0 where Dt is the determinant of the ma-

trix obtained from (ô(/) by replacing row i by (x0, • • ; xn). Thus the matrix

of weights of the 8,- has as its elements the cofactors of (b¡X

3. Fundamental result. We now prove a simple theorem about concurrent

cevians whose generalization to associated cevians will be our basic tool.  Let us

call the matrix (b¡¡) composite if there exist numbers y¡, z¡, f E I, such that

bij=y¡zj for i¥:J-

Theorem 3.1. The cevians A¡B¡, i G I, are concurrent if and only if the

matrix (b¡j) is composite.

Proof. The lines A¡B¡ concur at P = (p;) if and only if, for i G I,

b¡ = Ufy + w(p for some u¡, wt where u¡ = 1 - w¡, —w¡, 1, or 0 according as

both P and B¡, P only, B¡ only, or neither is proper.  If the lines concur at P,

then it is clear that b¡¡ = w¡Pj for i + J. Conversely, suppose by =y¡Zj, i^h
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Suppose 2z; = z + 0. Then btj = w¡pj, i # /, where w¡ = Vj-z, p¡ = z;/z and

2py =1. Let s¡ = s(5f). Then

6l7 = s,- - Z(0 fry = s( - Z(0 w,py = (s,- - w¡) + wfp,.
/ /'

so b,- = (s¡ - w¡)a¡ + w¡p where P = (p¡).  If 2zf = 0, then

bu = Si- Z(,)yiZj = si+yiz,
i

so bf = s¡a¡ + y¡p where P = (z,), which completes the proof.

We observe that if (b¡j) is composite with constants y¡, z¡, i & I, it fol-

lows that (Zj./jj.)^- = (Zjfyj)bjt. We shall call the matrix (b¡¡) semisymmetric

if we can find numbers x¡, t S I, not all zero, such that x,-^ = x,b¡t for i,

/£ Í.  Let M  be the class of semisymmetric matrices.  It follows that if a ma-

trix A G M, then its transpose AT, the matrix obtained by multiplying a row or

column by a nonzero constant, and the matrix of cofactors are all semisymmetric.

The class of composite matrices is also closed under these operations. We are now

ready for our basic tool ([2], [14, p. 299]).

Theorem 3.2. The cevians A¡B¡t i G T, are associated if and only if the

matrix (b¡¡) is semisymmetric.

Proof. Suppose (ôf.) G M with multipliers x¡, i G J. For i = 2, • • -, n,

let P¡ lie on AiBi so p,. = wfaf + «,bf where u¡ = s(P¡) - w¡. The secundum

determined by the P¡ meets AQB0 if and only if A0, B0, and the P¡ lie in

some prime, i.e.

0 =

'oo

0

¿0 1

unbn0       unbn\

'0 2

"2^20   W2Ô21   "2^22 +W2

u„bnun1

'ün

U2b2n

unbnn + wn

°01 °Q2

u2b21    u2b22+w2

Unbnl Unbn2

J0n

U2b2n

Unbnn  + wn
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Multiplying row zero by x0 and row /' by X¡/ut i = 2, • • -, «, results in a de-

terminant which is symmetric in the subscripts 0 and  1, i.e. the secundum also

meets A1B1. (If some u¡ is zero, first expand in terms of the corresponding

row.)

To prove the converse, assume the cevians A¡B¡, i G I, are associated. Di-

viding the rows of the last determinant above by the u¡, i = 2, • • ; «, and set-

ting r¡ = b¡¡ + w¡/u¡ we see that

^01      *02      ^03

b2l

b31     b

b2l

32

u0n

b2n

hn

implies

bn\     bn2     bn3

¿10     612     *13

^20  .r2        *2 3

&30     Ô32     r3

= 0

'In

'2n

'3n

nO 'n2 'n%

= 0

for all values of the r¡. As P¡ varies, rt takes on all real values. Thus as a poly-

nomial in the rf the second is b0l/bi0 times the first. The respective coeffi-

cients of r3 • rn are ~b2lb02 and -bl2b20 so (b02/b20)b2l = (b0l/bl0)bl2.

Working with the coefficients of the other terms of degree « - 2 we get

(boi/bio)bn = Ooi lb\o)bu   for ' = 2. 3. * * ". "•

Next, form the pair of determinant equations in which the special subscripts

are 1 and 2 (instead of 0 and 1) and compare coefficients of r0r4rsm • -rn to get

(b12/b21)b23 = (b13/b3l)b32. Since (b02/b20)b2i = (b0l/b10)bl2. and

(!>03/b30)b3l =(ôoi/ôio)ôi3 we obtain

(¿02/ft20)Ô23 = (fe03/ô3o)i,32-

In a similar fashion we get

(b0i/bi0)ba = {bojlbjQ)bn   for all distinct /, }Gl'.

If we take x0 = l,x¡ = b0¡/bi0 for ÍE I', the proof is complete.
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Referring to the determinant of the direct proof we see that for each choice

of parameters w3, • • •, wn we can choose w2 so the determinant vanishes.

This proves the assertion that there is an (« - 2)-parameter family of secunda

which meet « of the lines.

Although we do not wish to discuss quadrics in this paper, the reader famil-

iar with the subject will observe that an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2

is the following ([2], [5], [14], [15]).

Corollary. The lines A¡B¡, i G I, are associated if and only if A and

B are polar with respect to some quadric.

This generalizes the known result for « = 2 (Chasles' theorem and its con-

verse [18, p. 125, Exercise 14]): The lines AtBp i = 0, 1, 2, are concurrent if

and only if the triangles A and  B are polar with respect to some conic. An in-

dependent proof of the "if part of the corollary for the case of the sphere is

given later as Theorem 6.3.

Following Neuberg [14, p. 304] (cf. [10, p. 409]) consider the polar of a

simplex A with respect to the absolute. In this case the polar of a face of A is

the improper point on a perpendicular to the face so the associated lines A¡B¡

of the Corollary are the altitudes of A.  A metric proof that the altitudes of a

simplex are associated is given later as Theorem 5.1.

The dual of Theorem 3.2 is ([2], [14]):

Theorem 3.3. Let Bf be a prime in the space of A with weights (b(i),

i G Ï.   77ie« the secunda A¡ n B,- are associated if and only if the matrix (b¡¡)

is semisymmetric

In the sequel we use these theorems to give short proofs of many theorems,

some of which are new.

4. Desargues', Pappus', and other theorems.    Each of the next two theorems

reduces to Desargues' theorem for n = 2. (For a different extension of Desargues'

theorem see [11].)

Theorem 4.1  [18, p. 54, Exercise 26]. Let B be a simplex in the space

of A.   Then the lines AfBp i G 1, are concurrent at a point P if and only if

the secunda A¡ n Bf / £ I, lie in a prime  F.  In either case we say A and B

are perspective with P and F as center and axis of perspectivity.

This theorem is its own dual as is the following analogue ([2], cf. [3, pp.

119-120], [14]).

Theorem 4.2. Let B be a simplex in the space of A.   Then the lines

A¡Bp i G I, are associated if and only if the secunda A¡ <~i B,-, i G 1, are associa-

ted  In either case we say the simplexes A and B are associated.
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Proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. The matrix of the weights of the  B,- is

the matrix of cofactors of the weights of the B¡. Thus the hypothesis of each

theorem is equivalent to the conclusion, via the remark preceding Theorem 3.2.

Our next result concerns the theorem of Pappus which is usually stated as:

If the six vertices of a hexagon lie alternately on two lines, then the three

points of intersection of pairs of opposite sides are collinear.

However, the theorem can also be stated as follows [18, p. 100]:

If triangle AQAlA2  is perspective with B0BlB2  and with 5j5250, then

it is also perspective with B2B0Bl.

In this form we can extend Pappus' theorem to «-space in its full generali-

ty (cf. [2]) in two ways.  In each, p is a permutation on  I, ip denotes the

image of í under p, and  Bp is the simplex with vertices B0p, Blp, • ■ •, Bnp.

Theorem 4.3. // A and B are perspective and A and Bp are perspec-

tive, then A and Bpk are perspective for every integer k.

Theorem 4.4. // A and B are associated and A and Bp are associated,

then A and Bpk are associated for every integer k.

To prove Theorem 4.4 we prove the equivalent proposition: Let q be the

inverse of p. If A and Bq are associated and A and B are associated, then

A and Bp are associated.

Let the matrix (of the weights of the vertices) of simplex   B

be (b¡¡). By hypothesis, we can find nonzero numbers x¡, i E I, such that

xtbq = Xjbji, and the matrix of Bq = (2>I(7,/) e M, the class of semisymmetric

matrices. Applying p to the row and column subscripts of the latter (equiva-

lent to relabelling the corresponding vertices of A and Bq) we get (.b¡jp) G M.

Its transpose (b¡j ) G M and so (x¡bj ip) G M. The last matrix equals

(xipbip j) so (bipj) G M   and this is the matrix of Bp. To prove Theorem 4.3

replace "associated" and " semisymmetric" by "perspective!' and "composite" in

the above proof.

The next three theorems are easy corollaries of Theorem 3.2. P' is called

the isotomic (respectively isogonal) conjugate of the point P with respect to A

if the weights (heights) of P" are inversely proportional to those of P. Thus

[14, p. 301]:

Theorem 4.5 (cf. [3, p. 139] and [13, p. 28]). Let B\ denote the iso-

tomic conjugate of B¡ with respect to A.   Then the cevians A¡BP i G T, are

associated {concurrent) if and only if the cevians A.tfp i G I, are associated

(concurrent).

Theorem 4.6 [13, p. 28]. Let B'¡ denote the isogonal conjugate of B¡
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with respect to A   Then the cevians Afi^ i G 1, are associated (concurrent),

if and only if the cevians Afi'j, i G I, are associated (concurrent).

Dually, we say that  F' is the reciprocal transversal of the prime   F if its

weights are inversely proportional to those of F. Thus we have

Theorem 4.7. Let B'¡ be the reciprocal transversal of B¡ with respect to

A- Then the secunda A¡ n B,-, i G J,are associated (coprime) if and only if the

secunda A¡ n B¡ are associated (coprime).

The point P and prime  F are said to be pole and polar with respect to

A if the weights of P are inversely proportional to those of F. (In this case F

is the axis of perspectivity for A and the pedal simplex of P with respect to A.)

Thus

Theorem 4.8. Let B¡ and F,- be pole and polar with respect to A, i £ I.

Then the cevians A.Bt are associated (concurrent) if and only if the secunda

A¡ n Ff are associated (coprime).

5. Perpendiculars. Our first theorem is the recently rediscovered result on al-

titudes [2], [7], [10], [13, p. 23], [14, p. 304].

Theorem 5.1. The altitudes of a simplex are associated.

Proof. H¡, the foot of the altitude from A¡, is the orthogonal projection of

A¡ on A,-. Thus its /th weight with respect to A,-, and hence with respect to A,

is the (n - l)-content of the projection of A¡ on Af divided by the (« - 1)-

content of A¡,j G I(z), i.e. «,-,. = 0 and htj = ffff1 cos(Af, A,) for / G I (i).

Thus f?h;j = /;-./}cosiAf, A,) = ffhji-

Corollary (cf. [13, p. 29]).  The altitudes concur if and only if the ma-

trix (cos(A,-, Ay)) & composite.

Corollary [3, p.76, Excercise 5]. The perpendiculars to the prime faces

of a simplex at their centroids are associated

Proof. The dilatation with center at the centroid and constant -1/n sends

the altitudes into these perpendiculars.

The case of concurrency (for n = 3) in the next theorem is due to Steiner

[3, pp. 173-174, p. 342] in which case A and  B are said to be mutually or-

thological. The associated case (for « = 3) is due to Neuberg [13, p. 27], in

which case A and B are called skew orthological.

Theorem 5.2. Let 8 be a proper simplex in the space of A.  If the per-

pendiculars from A. to B¡, iGT, are associated (concurrent), then the perpen-
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diculars from B¡ to A¡,iG J, are associated (concurrent).

Proof. Let P. be the foot of the perpendicular from A¡ to  B¡ and pi

its length, and c\ the cosine of the angle between A¡ and  B,-.  It is easy to see

that for j G J(i) the signed distance of P¡ from A; is PjCj so the /th weight

of P. with respect to A is (l/n^p,^-. It follows that (c^) is semisymmetric

(composite) and hence (cj) is semisymmetric (composite). The conclusion follows by ex-

pressing the weights of the feet of the perpendiculars from B¡ to A¡ with re-

spect to  B.

6. Spheres. Let S(S, r) be the sphere with center S and radius r. Two

proper points X and P are conjugate with respect to S if, with S as origin,

p • x = r2; if either X or P is improper, the condition is p • x = 0. Thus the

locus of points conjugate to a fc-flat   F is an (« - 1 - fc)-flat F', completely

perpendicular to  F, called the polar of F and their unique common perpendic-

ular passes through  S.   In particular, the polar of S is the improper prime and

if F contains S then F' is entirely improper. The transformation that sends

a flat into its polar is a correlation, called a polarity, hence

Theorem 6.1. If h~¡, i G I, is an associated set of lines, then  Fj, i E I,

is an associated set of secunda.

The simplex A" which has for its vertices A)- and for its faces A'., i G I,

is called the polar simplex of A.

Theorem 6.2. If A and B are associated Simplexes, so are A" and B"■

Proof. The hypothesis is that the lines -4,-S,-, i G J, are associated.  By

Theorem 6.1, the secunda A', n B\ = A'¡ n B'¡, iE I, are associated. The con-

clusion follows from Theorem 4.2.

The preceding theorem states that a polarity preserves an existing associa-

tive relation. The next theorem shows that a polarity generates an associative re-

lation [2], [5], [14], [15].

Theorem 6.3. A simplex and its polar simplex are associated

Proof. Let A be the given simplex and let  B,- = (b¡.) be the polar of

A{ with respect to S(S, r).  Let s¡ = s(A¡) and let X = (x¡) be a proper point

of Bf. The equation of B,- is

0 = a,. • x - s¡r2 = af •Sx/a/ - s¡r2T.sjxj = £(a,. • a;- - sfs/r2)x/

so b¡: = &j • a;- - S/Sy-r2 = b¡. The result follows from Theorems 3.3 and 4.2.

Applying the result to the special case r = 0 we get
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Theorem 6.4 [3, p. 244, Exercise 36], [16]. Let S be any point in the space

of A and let Fj be aprime through S perpendicular to SA., i G J. Then the

secunda   T¡ C\ A¡ are associated, i G J.

The tangent primes to the circumsphere of a simplex at its vertices are the

polars of the vertices with respect to the circumsphere and form the tangential

simplex. Thus [3, pp. 117-118], [13, p. 24]

Theorem 6.5. A simplex and its tangential simplex are associated.

For « = 2 we recognize this theorem as a special case of Brianchon's theo-

rem. Reversing the roles of the two Simplexes in the previous theorem we get

[3, p. 118], [13, p. 24]:

Theorem 6.6. Let B¡ be the point of contact of the inscribed sphere of

A with A¡,iGj.  Then A and B are associated.

Theorem 6.7 [13, p. 23], [17, p. 61]. The lines joining the vertices of a

simplex to the incenters of the opposite faces are associated.

Proof. Let I. = (w¡}) be the incenter of A,-.  Let Af/- = A,- n A¡, let

4 = "n-2(Al7) and let *,-Sf% Then wi¡ = fijlki [6, p. 453] so k(w9 -

fij = kjwa-
We remark in passing that the lines joining the vertices of a simplex to the

circumcenters of the opposite faces are not in general associated.

We next prove a generalization of the theorem that the bisectors of the

angles of a triangle concur. A corner with vertex A., the analogue of an angle,

is what remains of the simplex A when the face A,- is deleted. An isoclinal

prime of a corner is a prime which cuts equal segments on the edges of the cor-

ner; all such primes are related by a dilatation with center A.. A centroidal line

of a corner is a line which joins the vertex to the centroid of the (« - ^-sim-

plex determined by an isoclinal prime. The centroidal lines of a triangle are the

angle bisectors.  Let  \AB\ denote the length of segment   AB. An «-simplex A

is said to be isodynamic if there exist positive numbers t¡, i G I, such that

\A.A,| = tjti, i +j. (A full discussion of isodynamic «-Simplexes for « = 3 will

be found in [3, pp. 314-330] and [17].) We have the following result. (The

associated case is [3, p. 140, Example 2].)

Theorem 6.8. The centroidal lines of a simplex are associated; they concur

if and only if the simplex is isodynamic.

Proof. For the vertex A. choose Df on A¡A. so that Ufßyl = c|.,/6l(i))

so A.D. = c^-A^A^j . The centroid B{ of the isoclinal prime determined

by the D- is given by
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AtB, =cin~i E^M^r1^/.

If we choose c¡ so that cj1 = n~l 2ZJ'^\A¡Aj\~1, the expression on the right is

independent of the origin and defines B¡ as a point of Af with weights b¡.- =

c,«_1 \A.Aj\-lJ j= i. Thus cj1bij = n'1 \A-Aj\~1 = c^xb¡t and the lines are as-

sociated.

The lines will concur if and only if there exist numbers x¡, y¡, i E I, such

that x¡yj - c¡n~l\A-Aj\~1  for / ¥= j. Then

I44I = Ufa/ftA/Af = (ncjh^yj^^xj'yj^ = titj,

so the simplex is isodynamic and conversely.

Let a prime meet the edges AQA¡ of A in B¡, i G I'.  If the 2« points

A¡, B(, i G V are cospherical, then A0 and  B0 are said to be antiparallel sec-

tions of the comer at A0. In this case  B0  is parallel to the prime tangent to the

circumsphere at A0 and conversely.

Theorem 6.9 [3, p. 288, Exercise 6], [13, p. 30].  The lines joining the

vertices of a simplex to the centroids of sections antiparallel to the corresponding

faces are associated, and concur if and only if the simplex is isodynamic.

Proof. Let p0 be the power of AQ with respect to the sphere through

Aj and Bf,j G V. Then A0B¡ = p9\A9AjCt~Â^ffJ G 7', so the weights of the

centroid MQ of this section are given by m0¡ = ri~lpQ \AqAiT , j G I'. Simi-

larly, M. = (mlf) with OT^ = »rVi^/r2,/El(0. Since pi±0,p-¡lmi¡ =

ri~l l/ly-4.1-2 = pjlmjt and the lines are associated. The case of concurrency is

handled as in the preceding theorem.

7. The first Lemoine point of a simplex. Since there does not seem to be

any discussion of this point in English (cf. [13], [17, pp. 147-149] for « = 3,

and [8] for the general case) we prove some preliminary results. We recall that

ft = «Vi(A,)-

Theorem 1.1. If P is a proper point in the space of A with heights (d¡)

then Id1 > n2v2lzlf2. The minimum is attained at a unique point K = (w¡)

called the first Lemoine point of A where w¡ = f2fZf^.

Proof. An application of the Schwarz inequality yields:

Zdj = »VZCw,//,)3 >«v[l(V/*)/i|)fe/? - n^/Zff.

Equality is attained if and only if (w¡/f¡) and (f¡) are proportional.  Since

2Wy = 1 we have the result.
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Theorem 7.2 (cf. [17, pp. 27-28]). There are, in general, n primes which

divide « + 1 given ordered line segments in the same ratio.

Proof. Let the segments be A.B¡, iG\.  Let B. = (b¡j) with respect to

A and let pf = (1 - r)af + rb¡. The P¡ lie in a prime if and only if det (pf •) = 0.

Add each column to the first to get a column of 1 's.  Expand by the first column

to get a polynomial of degree n in r.

Theorem 7.3 (cf. [17, pp. 148-149]). Any prime which divides the alti-

tudes of a simplex in the same ratio contains the first Lemoine point.

Proof. Let the point B. lie on the altitude Afl. so that A.B¡ = rAB. ,

i G I. Define the point P by (2/}2)p = 2/y2bf so that if the B¡ are coprime

then P lies in this prime.  Let ' denote projection on A0. Then

(Zff)  \PP'\ = Z/?\BtB;\ = (1 -r)f2 \A0H0\ + rZ'fflH^l

= (1 -r)f2 \A0H0\ + r7jff]AtH$ci*&h A0)

= nv (1 - r)f0 + rZ /,cos(Af, A0)   = rnvf0
L r

and similarly for the other normal coordinates of P. Thus P = K.

Theorem 7.4 (cf. [13, p. 23]). The lines joining the vertices of a simplex

to the first Lemoine points of the opposite faces are associated.

Proof. Replace "f.." by "/j2" in the proof of Theorem 6.7.

Thanks are due to H. S. M. Coxeter for encouragement and for refer-

ences [2] and [15].
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